


up again, Lincoln may be one of the harder hit places, simply because summer’s 
approaching and we’re very near the coast. 

While I enjoy the work I do, my long-term goal is to join the Royal Military Academy 
Sandhurst to become an army officer. Meanwhile, my twin sister Rebecca, who lives 
with me, is currently training to be a teacher. Due to our family relocating, we left 
Tanglin shortly after taking our GCSEs and ever since we have pondered about her 
going back there as a teacher! We travelled around a lot as kids and attended so 
many different schools, but Tanglin is one of those places that sticks with a person. 
We had a brilliant time there.”

Laurence Gardner (2013)
Role: Interim Foundation Doctor
Location: Homerton University Hospital, London

“I’m currently working on a respiratory ward where 
we care for patients who are recovering from Covid-19; 
I’m right in the ‘hot zone’, so to speak.

The ward has capacity for around 30 patients, but of 
course the numbers fluctuate somewhat. Recently, 
the entire ward was moved downstairs to make more 
beds available. Currently, there are several patients with 
us who have previously been on the acute wards; they 
have had the disease for quite a while and are gradually 

getting better. Once a patient gets to the point where they no longer need to be in 
the ICU, they’re ‘stepped down’ to our ward. 

Because we’re a respiratory ward, every bay is an ‘Amber’ bay – that means the 
patient is presumed to have Covid-19. So, whenever we speak to patients, we’re 
fully masked up, and wear gloves and aprons. What’s interesting is you don't always 
realise how much of your communication as a doctor is done with facial expressions; 
having part of your face covered can really change the dynamic. Obviously, it can 
be scary for the patients because they have four or five of us standing over them 
and they can only just about see our eyes over our masks. We do have to make 
that extra effort to chat to patients and put them at ease.

Before the crisis, I was in my sixth year studying Medicine at Barts, which is the 
medical arm of Queen Mary University of London. I had my final exams in March 
on the cusp of lockdown, and while I would have graduated this summer, usually 
students don’t start work before August. 

Currently, I work eight- or nine-hour days from Monday to Friday, and the hospital 
staff are very supportive of us all; they’re aware this is very different to what we 
would normally be doing at this time. The first wave of Covid-19 in the UK is subsiding, 
so the hospital is fairly quiet and there’s plenty of time for learning. It’s actually been 
a really unique opportunity for me. Staff numbers have been increased as much 
as they can – in anticipation of either a second wave of the Coronavirus, or elective 
surgeries that were put on hold starting up again – and so in the meantime, the team 



I work in are teaching me as much as possible; normally I’d only have a week to learn 
each specialty.

One aspect of my studies I have missed out on is going on an elective after my exams – 
I was due to study in Mexico for six weeks, before it was no longer possible to travel. 
My parents are still in Singapore and if they are still there in two years’ time, I’d love 
to come through and see what it’s like to work there. While at Tanglin, I did my first 
ever work experience at Changi General Hospital, so going back as a qualified doctor 
would be a great full-circle moment for me.”

Varnika Kaushik (Head Girl 2013)
Role: NHS 111 Call Handler
Location: London

“I was in the fourth year of my medical degree 
at Barts when all clinical placements for 
students were ceased due to the UK-wide 
lockdown. After two weeks of being at home, 
I was ready to get out and help; it felt weird 
to be sitting around when there was so much 
that could be done.

NHS 111 is a free-to-call medical helpline for 
non-emergencies that’s recently been recruiting 
medical students in London Central and West 
as call handlers. I work at a call centre between  
three and six days per week, depending on how 
busy the NHS algorithms predict the service will 
be. On an average day, there are around 30 
members of staff there working in rolling shifts; between us we receive around 1600 
calls every 24 hours. 

The pandemic has affected every different facet of the population. Manning the 
phones has particularly helped me appreciate how every person along the chain of 
our healthcare system has being impacted in some way. I’ve spoken to all kinds 
of people, from members of the public who are worried about going to Accident 
and Emergency because they fear catching the virus; to care home staff who are 
concerned about a resident’s breathlessness; to paramedics who are on the scene 
but can’t enter because of social distancing measures. We have a huge amount 
of information and resources at our fingertips to help.

Care homes for the elderly are one of the UK’s hotspots in the fight against the 
Covid-19 and we have recently experienced a huge increase in calls from those centres. 
Due to the pandemic, doctors can no longer go out to verify a death in person; instead, 
they must do this over the phone or via video link with the help of someone who’s 
already present. As you might imagine, having to assist in that process can have a real 
impact on the deceased’s loved one, or a carer who does not have any formal medical 
training. It’s asking a huge amount of those people and I feel very passionately about 
supporting them.

Varnika wearing her “Thank You NHS” 
  T-  Shirt with pride. The rainbow has 
become a symbol of hope in the crisis.




	Three Tanglin students receive more than $250,000  in UBC scholarships
	Roshni
	“I was thrilled to discover the University of British Columbia has awarded me scholarships totalling more than $100,000 – these consist of an International Major Entrance Scholarship, alongside two Outstanding International Student awards.

	Kae Rene
	“I have received two scholarships from UBC, totalling $85,000 – one of which is renewable annually. Both scholarships are awarded exclusively to international students.

	Suprita
	“I was pleasantly surprised to find UBC has awarded me international entrance scholarships and outstanding international student awards totalling more than $100,000.
	The University Guidance Faculty at Tanglin supports students with their college applications, wherever in the world they choose to study. The strength our relationships with universities around the world is a cornerstone to offering the   best advice,...
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